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Some features of photon echo are investigated for broad spectral lines with inhomogeneous braodening. A 
shift of the echo amplitude maximum and a change in the shape and duration of the echo are observed as 
functions of the ratio of spectral line width to the width of the exciting light pulses. The polarization 
properties of the photon echo depend directly on the nature of the resonant atomic transitions, and this 
circumstance can be used to identify the transitions experimentally. 

Photon echo is produced when two short light pulses 
are passed in succession through the investigated me
dium and constitutes spontaneous coherent emission of 
atoms that go over, under the influence of the second 
exciting pulse, into the initial coherent state produced 
by the first pulse. Photon echo has been frequently used 
lately in experimental investigations of rapid relaxation 
processes in both solids [1, 2] and gases [3-7]. In addition, 
the photon-echo method is used to identify atomic and 
molecular transitions[3,6]. This identification is based 
on the dependence of the polarization properties of the 
echo on the type of the indicated transition. 

The necessary condition for the appearance of photon 
echo is the presence of a spread of the resonance levels 
about the mean value nwo' The level spread is produced 
in a gas because of the Doppler effect connected with the 
thermal motion of the molecules, and in a solid because 
of the thermal vibrations of the crystal-lattice atoms. 
An aggregate of identical atoms (molecules) with a res
onant-level spread generates an inhomogeneously broad
ened spectral line, on which the photon echo is produced. 
In most experiments in gases [3,6,7] the echo was pro
duced on a broad spectral line liTo» liT, and 90° and 
180° pulses were used for the excitation. Here To and T 
are the reversible Doppler relaxation time and the dura
tion of the exciting pulses, respectively. 

It will be established below that the atoms inside the 
contour of the inhomogeneously broadened broad spec
tral line make unequal contributions to the photon echo. 
Let a first (90°) and a second (180°) exciting pulse of 
duration T be incident on the boundary of the medium at 
instants of time t = 0 and t = 7", and let their carrier fre
quency w coincide with the frequency Wo of the atomic 
transition. Those atoms inside the contour of the broad 
spectral line which have a detuning much smaller than 
liT relative to w should be called "strictly resonant" 
with the exciting light pulse. They give the maximum of 
the spontaneous coherent emission at the instant of time 
t = 27", with duration 2To. This coincides with formation 
of the photon echo on a narrow spectral line I/To« liT, 
when all the atoms inside the contour of the inhomogene
ously broadened spectral line are "strictly resonant." 
Atoms with a detuning on the order of liT, at liTo 
» liT, will be called "not strictly resonant." The lat
ter give a maximum of the spontaneous coherent emis
sion at later instants of time and with longer duration. 
The observed photon echo is a superposition of the spon
taneous coherent emissions of all the atoms responsible 
for the inhomogeneously broadened spectral line. In the 
case liTo» liT, however, the number of "strictly reso
nant" atoms is smaller and the main contribution to the 
echo is made by the "not strictly resonant" atoms. This 
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leads to a shift of the maximum and also to a change in 
the waveform and duration of the light echo as a result 
of the broad spectral line in comparison with the narrow 
one. 

With respect to the polarization properties of the pro
duced echo, the atomic transitions can be broken up into 
two groups. For the first, the polarization of the light 
echo does not depend on the ratio of T and To> and for 
the second it is essentially determined by T/To. If the 
exciting light pulses have respectively circular and lin
ear polarizations, then the first group includes atomic 
transitions with change of the total angular momentum 
o ~ 1, 1 - 1, and 1/2 - 1/2, and the second includes 
transitions with J - J (J > 1) and J = J + 1 (J ~ 1/2). 
In the case of exciting light pulses that are linearly po
larized at an angle l/! to each other, the breakdown into 
two groups remains the same as before, but the atomic 
transitions 1/2 ~ 3/2 fall in the first group. The ob
tained features of the photon echo are useful for experi
mental identification of atomic and molecular transitions. 

For the sake of argument, we consider a gas. How
ever, the results are valid also for photon echo produced 
on a broad spectral line in a solid. To find the vector 
potential A of the photon echo, we choose as the funda
mental equations the d' Alambert equation and the quan
tum mechanical equation for the density matrix p, which 
describes the state of an individual atom in an external 
field. We assume that the exciting light pulses propagate 
along the Z axis. We separate the rapidly-oscillating 
phase factors of Pte vector potential and of the polariza
tion current I = dp: 

A=aexp [i(kz-wt+c:p)]+ c.c., 
I=j exp [i(kz-wt+c:p)]+ c.c., 

where a and j are the slowly ,-:arying amplitudes, <p is 
the constant phase shift, and d is the operator of the de
rivative of the dipole moment of the atom. The equations 
for the slow functions take in the resonant approximation 
the form 

( ~+c~)a.=i.2:rtX JdvSPi., (1) 
{)t {)z 

(%t+ikv) i. +i·'/, (2/,+1) 1cX (p,T •• -p,·')a,=O, (2) 

a i at p,+i7k(ao'io-io+ao) =0, (3) 

,] 1 
-. -p,a'-i-;;:-(ao·To.i.-j~+T • .a,) =0, (4) 
jt r<C 

where 

pttlllo=dv.mllopmm,dm'1J.,ctj IdJ1 J '12, P2=PJ.lf.i" 
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Here Pmm' and PIlIl' are density matrices describing 
the quantum-mechanical state of the atom at the lower 
and upper degenerate levels with total angular momen
tum J 1 and J 2, respectively. Further, Rilm is the den
sity matrix describing the transitio",1 between the indi
cated working levels, and d~m and d~ are the dipole 
and reduced dipole moments of this transition. Finally, 
y is the probability of spontaneous emission of a quan
tum tiwo per unit time for an individual isolated atom. 
The quantities p?f3, P2' and ja pertain to an aggregate 
of atoms moving in the direction of the Z axis with ve
locity v. The term kv takes into account the Doppler 
change of the frequency in this motion. The frequency 
w of the electromagnetic field coincides with the fre
quency Wo of the atomic transition (It = c/w). Summa
tion over repeated vector and matrix indices is implied 
throughout, and the matrix index is taken to be the pro
jection of the total angular momentum of the upper level. 
The tensor-matrix quantities Taf3 for different transi
tions are given in [81. 

At the initial instant of time t=Othereisnopolariza
tion current, and the denSity matrices are written in the 
form 

.~( 0)- n,f " n,f 
p, z, -2J,+1 T." p,(.,0)=2J

2
+J 8,,,,', 

where n 1 and n2 are the densities of the atoms on the 
lower and upper levels, respectively, at t = 0, while f 
is Maxwell's one-dimensional distribution function. 

The nonlinear equations (1)-(4) were solved in the 
given-field approximation, i.e., neglecting the reaction 
of the medium on the transmitted exciting pulses. To 
this end, in the case of a broad spectral line in a gas, it 
is necessary to satisfy the condition 

yX'LINo ITo«l, 

where L is the dimension of the gas medium, No is the 
density of the excess population of the levels, and To is 
the time of the reversible Doppler relaxation expressed 
in terms of the average thermal velocity u of the gas 
atoms. 

Let the first exciting light pulse with amplitude a 1 

= l+a1 and duration Tl have a right-circular polarization 
(11+ 12 = 1), and let the second pulse, with amplitude a2 
= la2 and duration T 2' have a linear polarization (12 = 1). 
Calculating the vector potential A, we find that the echo 
polarization in the atomic transitions 0 ~ 1 and 1 - 1 
is directed along the polarization vector of the second 
exciting pulse, while in the atomic transition 1/2 - 1/2 
it is right-circular. The values of the parameters T 1 /T 0 

and T2/To do not influence the polarization, and change 
only the amplitude of the photon echo, this being typical 
of this group of atomic transitions (first group). Thus, 
for example, the vector potential A of the photon echo 
on the atomic transition 0 - 1 takes the form 

A=laexp [i(kz-Olt-<p,+2<p2) )+c.c., (5) 

where 

(6) 
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T,T] . T]t'] +---(l-cosw,)sm- , 
ToW, T. 

( yXa' )'{' T' 
0, = -h~ 'T" W,'=6,' + T:' T]' (i=1,2), 

1]=kvTo, t'=t-2't+T,-T,-z/c, No=n,-n,!3. 

Here the subscripts i = 1 and i = 2 pertain to the first 
and second exciting pulses, in which the constant phases 
are equal to CPl and CP2' The term -z/c takes into ac
count the delay of the photon echo, which traverses a 
path z - L outside the gas medium. 

The vector potential of the photon echo in other 
atomic transitions of the first group is obtained from 
(5) by making the following substitutions: for the atomic 
transition 1 - 0 

for the atomic transition 1 - 1 

for the atomic transition 1/2 - 1/2 
1'->-2"(, No .... (n,-n,)/2, a, .... a,/Y2, 1 .... 1,. 

In the case of a broad spectral line, the integrand in 
(6) depends essentially on the degrees 81 and 82 of the 
first and second exciting light pulses. We first discuss 
the optimal case 81 = 1T/2 and 82 = 1T, when the amplitude 
of the echo at the maximum is largest. We put also T 1 

= T2 = T. According to (5) and (6), "strictly resonant" 
atoms with detuning 77/To « liT relative to the center 
of the spectral line produce a maximum spontaneous co
herent emission at the instant of time t ~ 21' + z/c. Yet 
each aggregate of "not strictly resonant" atoms with 
detuning 77/To ~ l/T produces a maximum spontaneous 
coherent emission at a later instant of time and with a 
lower intensity. For example, "not strictly resonant" 
atoms having a detuning 77/To = liT yield a maximum of 
the spontaneous coherent emission at the instant t ~ 21' 
+ z/c + 0.6T, with an intenSity smaller by a factor 0.8 
than in the case when the same aggregate of atoms is 
strictly resonant. The contributions from different sec
tions of the Doppler contour of the spectral line are 
summed by integration with respect to the variable 77 in 
formula (6). Therefore the photon echo on a broad spec
tral line has in the optimal case a maximum shifted rel
ative to the instant t = 21' + z/c towards longer times, 
and the duration of the duration of the echo coincides ap
proximately with the duration of the exciting light pulses. 

Figure 1 shows the results of numerical calculations 
of the amplitude a of photon echo for the atomic transi
tion 0 - 1. The curves describe also the echo for other 
atomic transitions 1 - 0, 1 - 1, and 1/2 - 1/2, which 
belong to the first group. In the case of a narrow spec
tral line T/To « 1, the echo amplitude is proportional 
to the factor I = exp [- (t' /2 T 0)2] and has a maximum at 
the instant of time t = 21' + z/c, whereas the maximum of 
the echo amplitude on the broad spectral line T/To = 10 
occurs at t ~ 21' + z/c + 0.6T and is approximately 
smaller by a factor To/T than the maximum on the nar
row spectral line. The decrease of the amplitude is due 
to the fact that only some of the atoms (which is propor
tional to To/T) inside the broad Doppler contour take 
direct part in the formation of the echo. A shift of the 
maximum of the photon echo by an amount equal to ap
prOximately half the duration of the exciting pulses was 
observed experimentally in ruby[91. As indicated in [10 1, 
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FIG. I. Amplitude a of pho
ton echo as a function of the 
time t' = t - 2T - z/c for an 
atomic transition with total-
angular-momentum change 
0-+ I, connected with the vector 
potential A by the formula (5). 
Unity on the ordinate axis cor
responds to the quantity \-271" 
(J.2-yXh)1/2XLlNol Curves I and 

a, reL UIL 

2 correspond to a broad spectral -..-8 -4 a __ 4 

line and. to the following para- -"2>-----
meters: I) 0 1 = 71"/2, O2 = 71" and -0.2 

T/To= 10; 2) 0 1 = O2 = 71" and T/To = 10. Curve 3 corresponds to a nar
row spectral line T/To <to 1,0 1 = 71"/2, and O2 = 71". 

the maximum of the optical induction produced by one 
exciting pulse also shifts at T » To. 

On a broad spectral line, a change takes place also 
in the waveform of the echo pulse, depending on the val
ues of () of the exciting light pulses. In particular, at () I 
'" ()2 '" 1T and T/To '" 10, the amplitude of the photon echo 
consists of two maxima, between which it passes through 
zero (see Fig. 1). A similar double-hump shape was ob
served earlier for spin echo[ll], and was recently ob
served also in experiments on photon echo in ruby[!2]. 
Further increase of () of the first (and also the second) 
exciting pulse leads to a decrease of the maximum of 
the amplitude and to a more complicated waveform of 
the photon echo. 

In contrast to the result (5), the vector potential of 
the photon echo on atomic transitions of the second 
group J - J (J > 1) and J ~ J +1 (J;:=: 1/2) does not con
tain a common factor of the type (6). Therefore, just 
like the amplitude, the polarization of the photon echo on 
atomic transitions of the second group also depends on 
the parameters TI/To and T2 /To. By way of example, 
we write down the vector potential of the photon echo 
on the atomic transition 1/2 - 3/2 for circularly and 
linearly polarized exciting pulses: 

where 

A(z, t)='/,n(liAy)'l'XLIN,1 (lxl,+i1/,) 
xexp [i(kz-wt-<p,+2<p,) 1+ C.c., 

1 - 8' 
I, =--= S dlJe-"-' (i-cos tD,) (U+ V), 

l'n" ell,' 

1 00 e.,' 
J, =--=-S dlJe-o'-- (i-cos tD,) (U-V), 

21'11 11 <1>/ 

']138, [ lJI' T,lJ '11' ] U=-- sintD,cos- +--(i-cos<Il,)sin- , 
l1>1 T(J ToW, To 

8, [ . , lJt', T,lJ , . lJt'] V=-_- smell, cos- T--(l-cos<D, )sm-
l'3 ell," To TotD,' To 
3YAQ,,) 'i" YAa2' 'I, i 

0,= (-- T" 8,=(-~) T •. N'=-'(n,-n,!2) 
2ft n' 2 

T' 1 T' 
ell,'=8,'+ T:' lJ'(i=i,2), (1lJ,')'=3'8,'+ T:,lJ'. 

(7) 

Here Ix and ly are unit vectors along the Cartesian axes 
X and Y, with X directed along the polarization vector of 
the second exciting pulse. 

The vector potential of the photon echo in the atomic 
transition 3/2 - 1/2 is obtained from (7) by making the 
substitutions y - 2y and No - ~(n/2 - n l ). It follows 
from (7) that photon echo in the atomic transitions 1/2 
- 3/2 is elliptically polarized with a polarization ellipse 
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axis ratio II /~, one of these axes being aligned with the 
polarization vector of the second exciting pulse and pro
portional to II' 

If the photon echo in the atomic transitions 1/2 ~ 3/2 
is formed on a narrow spectral line, then we obtained 
from (7), in accordance with [I3], 

I, =~( V3sin8, +sin ~ .) (1-cos8,)exp[- (_1_'_)'], 
2 1'3 2T, 

I, = ~(l'3sin 8, - sin ~) (i-cos 8,)exp [- (_t_'_)'] . 
4 l'3 21'0 

Consequently, on a narrow spectral line, the amplitude 
of the echo is maximal for 8 1 = 100° and ()2 '" 180°. Here 

1,"'2.55 exp [- (t'/2T,)'], 1,"'0.1,3 exp [- (t'12T,),], 

1,112",,,.93. 

and the direction of rotation of the echo polarization vec
tor coincides with the direction of rotation of the polari
zation vector of the first exciting pulse. 

In the case of a broad spectral line, individual atoms 
inSide the Doppler contour, depending on the detuning 
Ti/T 0> give a maximum of the spontaneous coherent emis
sion at different instants of time and with different po
larizations. For example, atoms with detuning Ti/To 
= l/T at TI '" T2 ", T, T", 10To> ()I '" 51T/9, and ()2 '" 1T 
emit a photon echo at the instant of time t ~ 2T + z/c 
+ 0.6T, with a polarization-ellipse axis ratio 11/12 
~ 5.52. The total contribution to the echo can be deter
mined only by numerically integrating (7) over all the 
detunings Ti/T o' 

Figure 2 shows the results of a numerical calcula
tion of the quantities II> 12, and II /~ as functions of the 
time for fixed parameters ()I '" 51T/9, ()2'" 1T, TI ", T2 ", T, 
and T/To '" 10.For the indicated values of the param
eters, the echo has a maximum at the instant t ~ 2T 
+ z/c + 0.6T, and its approximate duration is T. Con
sequently, the already-noted shift of the maximum of 
the echo is observed in this case, too. However, at the 
same time, the polarization also changes. The axis ra
tio 11/12 of the polarization ellipse changes during the 
time of the photon echo, and differs in magnitude from 

-36 

-6 

FIG,2 

I,130, 1/30, 
I,ll, 

I 

FIG. 3 

FIG. 2. Dependence of the quantities I» 12, and 11/12 on the time t' 
(curves 1,2, and 3, respectively) for atomic transition with a total-angu
lar-momentum change 1/2 "" %. The fIrst exciting pulse is circularly 
polarized, and the second linearly. 

FIG. 3. Dependence of the quantities Ix, Iy, and Iy/Ix on the time 
t' (curves 1,2, and 3, respectively), for atomic transitions with total
angular-momentum change I "" 2. The exciting light pulses are linearly 
polarized at an angle 1/J = 71"/4 to each other. The quantity Iy/Ix is equal 
to the tangent of the angle between the polarization vectors of the pho
ton echo and the second exciting pulse. 
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the value obtained for a narrow spectral line at the same 
values of 81 and 82, 

Let us investigate photon echo from two exciting light 
pulses that are linearly polarized at an angle 1/1 to each 
other. By determining the vector potential of the photon 
echo in the atomic transitons 0 ~ 1, 1 - 1, 1/2 - 1/2, 
and 1/2 ~ 3/2, we verify that the polarization properties 
of the echo on these transitions do not depend on the val
ues of the parameters T1/To and T2/To' Yet the inten
sity of the echo is proportional to the factor of the type 
(6) and is determined essentially by the quantities T1/To 
and T2/To' Atomic transitions with these properties 
constitute the first group. We consider further atomic' 
transitions 1 ~ 2, which pertain to the second group 
J - J(J > 1) and J ~ J+l (J? 1). Solving Eqs. (1)-(4), 
we obtain the vector potential of the photon echo on the 
atomic transition 1 - 2 in the form 

A(z, t)= 3~ (IiXl)"HINoII exp[i(kz-ffit-Ijl,+21jl,)]+ C.c., (8) 
4l'iO 

where the components of the vector I are given by the 
formulas 

1. = cos ¢ j d1]e-'" { (2U cos' 1jl+3V sin' 1jl) 3e,: 
o <D z 

X .in' (!2" W,)' +[2U sin' ¢+ V(2-3 sin' 1jl)] 4e,' sin' (~<1>")}' 
(w,')' 2 j 

I, = - siJl1jl S dl]e-"'[2U(2-sin'1jl) +3V sin'1jl] 
o 

e,' 1 1 
X W.,Ql: Sill ( ""2 <1>,) sin ( ""2 <1>,') , 

. 1 ( 3 ) 'f, e, [ . 1]t' T,1] 1]t' ] 
1)=-;;- - - smW,cos-+--(l-coslll,)sin-

'" J[ III [ To T.<ll[ To ' 

1 e[ [ . , 1]t' T[1] ,I]t' ] 
V=-:--- sm(lll[ )cos-+--{1-coslll[ )sin-.- , 

V:~J[ Ql[' To To Ill,' To 

o=(~"(xa;,) 
, :iii 

(<1>')'=0'+ Ti' 1]2 
t 'Tr/ 

T <1>'= -~ 6'+ ~ n' " , 4' T,'" 

(;=1,2), NO=-31 n2-~n[. 
!J 

The X axis coincides here with the polarization vector 
of the second pulse. 

The vector potential of the photon echo on the atomic 
transition 2 - 1 is obtained from the formula (8) by 
making the substitutions y - 5y 13 and No - n2/5 - n1 13, 
As follows from (8), the photon echo on the atomic tran
~itions 1 ~ 2 at 1/1 = 0 is polarized along the polarization 
vectors of the exciting light pulses, and at 1/1 = 1112 it is 
polarized along the polarization vector of the first pulse. 
In the intermediate case, the photon-echo polarization 
depends in a very complicated manner on 1/1, 81, 82, 

T 1 IT a. and T 2 IT 0' and varied from point to point over 
the extent of the entire echo. For the concrete numeri
cal calculations we have assumed '1\ = T2 = T, 1/1 = 11/4, 
and T/To = 30. The optimal exciting pulses are then 
those with 81 = I11f/18 and 82 = 1911/18. The parameter 
T/To = 30 agrees approximately with the experimental 
value (see [6)): In this case an echo of duration T pro
duces with a maximum amplitude at the instant of time 
t ~ 21" + zlc + 0.7T. The echo polarization vector at the 
maximum point makes an angle of 19,4° with the polari
zation of the second exciting pulse and lies outside the 
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angle between the polarization vectors of the exciting 
pulses. The direction of the polarization of the echo 
changes somewhat from point to point over the entire 
echo, making angles 19.7° at t = 21" + zlc + 0.1 T and 
19.3° at t = 21" + zlc + 1.1 T with the polarization of the 
second exciting pulse. 

The influence of the parameters T/Ta. 811 and 82 on 
the polarization and waveform of the echo is reflected 
in Fig. 3, which shows the results of a numerical calcu
lation of the echo amplitude at fixed parameters T1 = T2 
= T, 1/1 = 11/4, T/To = 30, and 81 = 82 = 1911118. The re
lation 81 = 8a = 1911118 leads to a double-humped profile 
of the echo. The first and second maxima are produced 
at the instants of time t ~ 21" + zlc - 0.3T and t ~ 21" 
+ zlc + 0.9T, while the echo polarization vectors at 
these instants of time make angles 18° and 20.1° with 
the polarization vector of the second exciting pulse, re
spectively, and lie outside the angle between the polari
zation vectors of the exciting pulses. 

It follows from our investigation that for an experi
mental identification of the atomic transitions one must 
bear in mind the dependence of the echo polarization on 
the values of the parameters Tl/To and Ta/To. This 
dependence must be taken into account also in theoreti
cal and experimental investigations of the influence of 
the mixing atomic collisions on the polarization of the 
photon echo formed on broad spectral lines. The latter 
remark is particularly important in connection with the 
influence, noted in (14), of the mixing atomic collisions 
on the polarization of the photon echo produced on a nar
row spectral line. On broad spectral lines, the polari
zation of the photon echo depends not only on the mixing 
atomic collisions, but also on the parameters T 1 ITo and 
Ta/To. However, a quantitative comparison of these ef
fects calls for a separate investigation. 
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